Exclusive: *Details on ’Wanderer’s’ Tahiti * Voyage
SJS Girl Describes Cruise; Defends Actor Hayden
By JIM ADAMS
News Editor
San Jose State graduate Shirley Sweet,
rev; member aboard actor Sterling Haylee’s afilly named schooner, "The Wandertold the Spartan Daily via air Mail
yore Tahiti this week: "I didn’t want to
ro to Santa Barbara anyway."
Hayden’s schooner sailed from Sausalito
ate in January presumably bound for Santa
3arbara, but the course was due west and
Papeete, Tahiti, late
’he crew arrived in
ast month.
The change of course was in direct
defiance of a court order by a Los Angeles judge granting the actor custody

of big four (’hildren, but forbidding him
to take them on a South Pacific cruise
on grounds that the 60 -year-old "Wanderer" is "unseaworthy."
Miss Sweet, graduated from SJS last
June, said the crew first learned of the
change just outside the three mile limit.
"I didn’t want to go to Santa Barbara
anyway," she added. ’Tahiti is a bit more
exciting. The crew has complete confidence
in Hayden’s seamanship and judgment. We
were all elatedeven those with the dreadful seasickness."
The actor’s divorced wife, Betty De
Noon Hayden, through her attorney. got

a warrant charging all adult crew members with:
Conspiracy to commit contempt of court,
conspiracy to contribute to the delinquency
of minors, wilfully endangering the lives
of minors and child stealing.
Bail of $5000 was fixed for Hayden;
$1000 for each of the othersincluding
Miss Sweet.
How does she feel about it?
Her airmail letter, answering Spartan
Daily queries, states:
"There are no legal grounds for the
charges that would hold up in court if all
the evidence were in. We’ve checked into
this quite’ thoroughly.
"It’s too bad those misguided lawyers

In L.A. have nothing better to do than
har-ass a unique man who has the courage of his convictions and such a fatherly interest in his children’s welfare."
Apparently the warrant cannot be served
until the crew returns to U.S. jurisdiction.
Mrs. Hayden’s attorney said he would consult French consular officialsTahiti is
one of France’s Pacific possessionsabout
extradition treaties with the U.S.
Miss Sweet revealed in the letter that
the cruise was set for the Baltic Sea in
northern Europe when she was signed on
in July. She did not give details.
Indonesia had been on the itinerary,
but civilian vessels in that area now are
forbidden. "Things are getting quite

rough in that area," the 5.15 graduate
said.
She said she has no idea ter long the
schooner would remain in Tahiti, but speculated it will be a few more months.
Miss Sweet was selected to the crew
from 1200 applicants who last summer answered Hayden’s advertisements in newspapers and magazines throughout the country. The pay is board and room.
When the cruise ends she plans to
return to SJS to prepare for student
teaching in home economics.
"But there is no time like the present
to travel as I am," she concluded. "This is
the time of life to really get the most out
of it."

;rad Describes Life
board ’Wanderer’
By SHIRLEY SWEET
EETE, TahitiI’m an old in amazing fashionreal engineers! It’s a healthy life for all
for sure, now!
sea on "the good ship Wan- and the children provide many
we work on a set schedule laughs.
We have a young ex-college
watches . . . ordinarily four
on and four off in 24-hour crew on board that is tops. We
-rough on sleeping, but have a barber shop quartet for the
night watches. College songs from
ly necessary.
r of the women share galley Harvard, Washington State College, Occidental, and UCLA are
the same as SJS’what fun!
When the heat started to penetrate the sleeping quarters, some
of us took to sieepieg on deck.
This is delightful under the stars
with the sound of the water putting one to sleep.
Of course, a sudden rain squall
can upset the appleeart
you are equipped with canvas
or It is a light rain.
The beautiful spectacle of the
Pacific Ocean goes on forever.
magnificent sunsets and sunrises
that can be equalled nowhere;
blue and white brilliance in the
sunlight; and the capers of the flying fish and porpoisesnow and
then outdone by a bird landing on
the deck for the day.
A lovely place indeed.
SHIRLEY SWEET
. . an "old salt"
"housecleaning" chores. The
iren sire our responsibility
At night we have regular
.hour watch as do the men.
Is a remarkably intelligent
up of children,
school and
. Thm Isuild their own tON

t

Al In To Discuss
)cial D arwinism
Book Talk Today
r

>eclat Darwiniism," a study
listorian Richard Hofstadter of
gradual change in American
ight through scientific discovis the book to be discussed
oday’s review in the Cafeteria,
ris A and 13, from 12:30 to 1:20.
tie book is a non-fiction aca of scientific writings, theand practices that have
ight about profound changes in
emporary American society,
rs. Pauline L. McMaster, asint professor of zoology, will
the di,cussion.

Dr. Redl
To Discuss
Teenagers
Fritzof

e

mentalR dl’hsePecalthialaisntdinchtihide
psychology, will speak tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the Concert Hall of
the Music Building.
"Adolescents: Are You Worrying About the Wrong Things?" is
the topic of Dr. Redl’s address.
Sponsored jointly by the college
and the San Jose-Santa Clara
Mental Health Society, Dr. Redl’s
address will deal with adolescent
problems and behavioral situations.
He is the author of many Artides and books on adolescence.
He currently is chief of the Child
Research Branch, National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda,.
Md.
Tomorrow evening’s program is
open to the public without charge.
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TOMORROW NIGHT IN CAFETERIA

Big Names Aplenty
Honor Radio’s 50th
Central Press photo

Monroe Doctrine: More Calories
Speaking with newsmen recently, Marilyn Monroe revealed she
has been gaining weight in recent months. She said she thinks
Hollywood beauties are too thin.

SJS Hams Take Part
In Pacific Boat Rescue
San Jose State students on an
Easter week field trip to Baja,
California were chief participants
in a sea rescue which ended in tragedy for two fishermen.
On the afternoon of March 24
the 63 members of Dr. Rocci Pisano’s Seashore Life class had
their first warning of trouble when
a sandstorm arose.
At 7 p.m. three fishermen reported that two boats in their
fishing party were missing. The
fishermen reported waves 10 to 15
feet high which had threatened to
capsize their boat.
Chief ham radio operator. Robert Pisano, nephew of Dr. P1aa110, and SJS students Dick
Bristow and Joe Berken were
asked to broadcast a distress
call.
The marine base at 29 Palms

was first contacted which in turn
contacted the San Diego Coast
Guard station. They promised to
send a search plane as soon as permission was received from Mexican authorities to enter the country.
By dawn the Coast Guard
plane and two private planes arrived to search the area. Mexican and federal authorities also
arrived in camp to give assistMee.
At 9 am, the capsized third
boat was ’spotted. An hour later
the bodies of the two fishermen,
clothed in life preservers, were located.
Two boats were dispatched
from San Felipe to bring the
bodies to shore, and the Mexican authorities received them
there.

San Jose State’s gala celebration of the Golden Anniversary of
Radio Broadcasting opens tomorrow night at the Cafeteria with
the Sixth Annual Deadline Dinner.
Mitch Miller of Columbia Records, famous composer-maestropianist Rudolf Friml, and noted
CBS network newsman, Larry LeSueur will be among guest participants at the affair.
The show commemorates establishment of the world’s first regular broadcasting station here in
1909 by Charles David Herrold, a
San Jose radio pioneer who died
11 years ago without receiving
due credit. The station is now
KCBS Radio, San Francisco.
The 50th anniversary of
Sigma Delta Chi (SDX) professional journalistic fraternity,
which is sponsoring the event,
also is being celebrated.
Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown
yesterday issued a proclamation
congratulating Sigma Delta Chi
on the commemoration and KCBS
on its attainment of 50 years of
broadcasting.
A similar plaudit was read into
the Congressional Record last
week by U.S. Sen. Thomas Kuckel
(R-Calif.).
Mayor Louis Solari has proclaimed this week "Broadcasting
Week" in San Jose.
Golden Anniversary twins.
Mary and Sally Ellis, juniors
from Oxnard, have been chosen
by the fraternity. Mary is
"Miss Broadcasting"; Sally is
"Miss SDX."
Many collegaues and friends of
the station’s founder will be
present, along with SJS students
and faculty, and area newsmen
and radio personalities.
The "Duel of Radio Personalities," will be one of the show’s

:ou nci I Acts As Coordinating Body legrk.:1 g:
(This a it first of
series of
les concerning student government)
By JOANNE OSMAN
[(teen students gather each
Inesrlay at 2:30 p.m. in the
t room of the Student Union to
lc out your problems as a stuat San Jose State.
sb group, the Student Cows is led by ASH Pres, Dick Rom, who explains that the
leirs function is to act as the
/boating body of the school,
to govern or to control student
drie5.
se council includes 15 voting
thers, five executive officers
president, vice president, reline secretary, corresponding
etarY and treasurer; eight
I representatives (a male and
ale oversentative from each
and two representatives-ate).
he five executive officers
and
representatives -at -large are
ted by the student
body in a
!nil election in the spring.
Othouncil members are appointed
her or their
respective classes
by the council.
rh. question brought up most
qaenily by new and old &Pt

students alike Is: "Just what
power does the Student Council
have, anyway?"
There is no pat answer.
The ASB constitution is similar
to its federal counterpart in many
respectsit is not detailed and can
be interpreted in numerous ways.
Robinson prefers to think of the
council as the board of directors
for a large corporation (the student body). The executive council,
he says, are top officials who study
the internal working problems of
the corporation.
This may well be an apt description of student government for this
"corporation" works with a budget
of $156,060 per year. The council.
together with its subsidiaries, determines allocation, distribution,
and money-making methods of the
student body.
It seems only natural that
with the wreath and expansion
of tho college, the council II SS
been sinahlo to keep op asith the
enrollment. Therefore, special
g ro ps called subcommittees
were set up to study wilqiie problems of the student body.
These include a Parking Corn-
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mittee, Revelries Board, Student
Activities Board, Co-Bee, Sparta camp Committee and many others.
One of the most influential committees, the Student Activities
Board, is presided over by the student body vice president, Bill
Douglas.
SAB includes three other members, the prosecuting attorney and
two appointed members. It acts on
special requests by organizations
and clubs for publicity, dates of
events, and other activity matters.
Another organ which has little
authority but is regarded highly
Is the Board of Control. Here.
various student body officers
and faculty members study and
Initiate financial recommendations to the council. Rut the
Student Council has the last
word on all money alleeations
and can either approse or veto
the board’s recommendation.
Perhaps you have heard someone say that there are weaknesses
in student government; perhaps
you have said it yourself. No one
can overlook this Mt. For in an
organization so largo, there are
bound to be weaknesses.

The important fact is that the
council realizes these weaknesses
and honestly Is attempting to alleviate them.
A fail -down in communications
between the council and its subcommittees or between the committees and its members is resulting in a re-evaluation of the system of communications at this’and
other schools.
The fact that not all groups
and departments of the campus
are at present represented on
the council is another weak spot
now under study by the governmental body.
Studies of other weaknesses and
other studies are being made continually. The council makes it a
point to watch constantly for
areas on campus which need more
advancement.
This, in a nutshell, is a quick
glance at your Student Council
and its supporting agencies. It is
not a secret body; stop in some
Wednesday at 2:30 to watch the
council in action. You may change
your opinion of it. You may even
decide to run for a council seat
yourself!

BT:Iyat:eani7sci:ra?
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Coed Injured
In Accident

Salli Newman, 18, SJS frei(hman and member of the Oakland
Athens Club’s synchronized junior swimming team, the "Water
Sprites" suffered injuries Monday
in an auto accident that claimed
the life of another team member
10 miles east of Gilroy.
Killed in the accident was 17year-old Nancy Meade of Oakland, the team’s star performer.
The car’s other occupant and driver, Miss Eunice Eilau, 36, of Vallejo, one of the team’s coaches was
reported critically injured. The
injured were taken to Wheeler
Hospital in Gilroy.
According to the California
Highway Patrol, the three team
members were driving north along
the Pacheco Pass after having participated in the national indoor
synchronized swimming meet in
Long Beach when their car collided head-on with a truck driven
by Orville C. Turnpaw, 57, of San
Francisco. He was slightly injured.

with Friml. Among the cornposer’s adversaries will be Buddy
"The Beard" Webber of KGO;
Dick Cook of KSFO; Jim Lange,
KGO’s morning mayor; KSJO’s
Lee Kopp: Bob Custer, KLOK

MITCH MILLER
... Deadline Dinner guest

personality; Del Courtney, KSFO
disc jockey and bandleader; and
Dave McElhatton, afternoon personality on KCBS.
MeElhatton will emcee the
entire banquet.
Miller will act as judge of the
duel. He will present a special
-Mr. Golden Memory" award to
Friml.
Friml, who will play some fans,
(Continued on Page 2)
Tickets for Deadline Dinner
still are available at the Library
Quad booth, Cafeteria, Public
Relations Office, Student Affairs Business Office, and Journalism Office.
Tickets are $2.50 for SJS students and $3 for everyone else.
The price includes a Chicken a
la Maryland dinner, and all entertainment and speaker.
A limited number of tickets
will/ be sold at the door Thursday night. Telephone reservations may be made by calling
extensions 275 or 396 on campus.

Coed, Shot by Brother,
Still Plans To Be Nurse

Plucky Joan Dudek. 17 -year-old
SJS freshman nursing major who
was shot twice by her younger
brother, Ronald, 15, in San Francisco March 22, "is now more determined than ever to become a
nurse," her mother, Mrs. Herman
Dudak, said.
Her condition Monday afternoon
was reported as "pretty serious.
but improving" by Sister Mary
Philippa, administrator of St.
Mary’s hospital in San Francisco.
The near-fatal shooting reportedly occurred while Miss
Dudek was sleeping in the family home at 1245 30th Ave. Her
brother, a sophomore In high
school and "always a good boy,"
according to his father, fired
two .22 caliber shells, San Francisco police said.
One caused severe internal abdomen injury; the second, fired
at close range, shattered her arm,
police said, adding that the boy
reloaded for the second bullet.
She stumbled down the stairs,
out the front door and into the
street where she collapsed, according to the police.
Her brother
called for help from a neighbor’s
telephone, police reported, and she
was taken to San Francisco General Hospital.
Miss Dudek was transferred to
St. Mary’s Hospital early this
week, where she will stay
until
her condition improves
enough for her to be released to
her home, her mother reported.
"We do not know when she
will return to school," her mother said, "it depends on her
Improvement at St. Mary’s."
Upon arrival at the Dudek rest.
dence, police said they found Ronald putting golf balls in the livine

room. Accor.:.,...; to the report he
denied any knowledge of the
shooting upon first questioning,
hut later admitted it. Police termed the shooting "intentional."
"I can’t give any reason why,"
he told police, ys-ho later turned
him over to Juvenile Hall authorities for ansaylt with attempt to commit murder. The
boy has not been doing well in
his studies, according to his father.
The girl’s parents were attending a charity bazaar when the incident took place. Her mother said,
-She has been wonderful through
the whole thing; not a cry or a
whimper."
Miss Dudek, song girl and secretary of her high school, has been
a resident of Halls of Ivy while
attending San Jose State.

AVOSNORMM.

Cadet Sgt. P. T.
(Tank) Shermon,
59585756, refused
to go on a grueling
121/2 block hike until
issued cordovan
shoes from R/A. He
says that his whole
unit (Fog Company)
can buy the reg.
20.95 shoes for
only 18.95. He’s
right!

ATKINS
First at Santa Clara
*44%,"’"’"42::MS.:::::::4NZ.Z.::)X
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Miller, Friml, LeSueur, etc.- --

LITTLE MAN CAMPUS

Editorial

1
(continued Iwo/
1)11
ous old-time tunes during the contest. will crown the winner of the Byron al,k1.1"11’:ellswiti irfi:ta-Inp-stP:sirfnnaudariSJepSgnn
duel "Doctor of Musical Knowl- edneleemnntpts ;eat et adnsdaen VsFiuelet.,tetin,1,cisw.s Pigazistuty:st
purl*,
edge." Friml will conclude the
program with a medley of his
compositions "Indian Love Call," Onion.
"Rose Marie." "Song of the
Vagabonds," etc.
LeSueur, veteran correspondent who landed on Normandy’
stith Allied troops on D-Dno.
1944, auth address the dinner on
the current world situation. II,SUPIIr is now United Nations
correspondent for CBS News.
His talk will be broadcast on
! KCBS at 8:30.
Special Rates to Sororities
A folk -singing group, The Travand Fraternities

Aspirants Prepare Platform
appc.irs that three eandidates are in proposed council: Religious Council. Panrunning for student hotly president in hellenic Council Special Interest, IndeA.S.B. elections to be held later this month. pendent Boarding Houses’ and scholastic
They are Rich Hill. Ron Robinson and Bob representatives.
While the student body president still
Gifford.
All of these aspirants. to be sure. are favors this change nothing has been done to
to start their cam- make it.
hustlers antLare anx
Next Mr. Robinson (and the other two
paigns rolling. Just what new ideas or proposals they w ill include in their platforms candidates. too) stomped on aspirants who
A
is yet not completely knownbut they have reportedly run up high campaign bills,
the promiwd when he was elected a limit
indicated they will make these public later
of expenditures for presidential candidates
this week.
would be set at *125. and if this is too
Stunt. students might chuckle when a
.11 for the first year. we can kisser it."
candidate presents his platformfor ocThis prolitt-al. we are certain. Robinson
casionally at San Jose State. a platform is
will keep as hen this ysar’s campaign lictualmore like a cardboarli box.
But then there are times when a candi- ly begins. If the presidcot doesn’t make it
date really (hie- imie serious thinking and clear to the candidates that they are not sup!reds’ of dollars in
builds a well-balanced platform, furnishing posed to spend ’l
5.11 Q
order to win the post. somebody sl Id.
new and glow! vonstructie.ideas.
I
PUT
RIGIff,
ALL
TEACHER
HI51ORY
FOPULAR
MOST
01-1,1-1E5 OUR
In addition. Ii is platform included proHowever. many of these promises are
PROM HIM!’
HEAR I416 5TUDE1III16 DON’T LEARN MUCK
definite
distinction
for
a
more
beposals
never keptbut forgotten as soon as the
tween jurisil ivi ion of the Student Court and
final vote is tabulated.
For instance. let’s take last year’s so- that of the College Ad lll i llistration.
This proposal for the most part has been
called platform t ii President Dick Riobin
fulfilled. for the -Student Court appears to Nuclear weapons will be the tu- Avila will oppose Pat BelardeS
son. one of SJS’s most able campaigners.
pie of. a debate in SD115 this af- Bob McHale.
Robinson favored enlarging the present be operating more smoothly this year.
All students are invited. The
eI
enrdn()
t 1:30spo, anecsoorrdoifngt hteo
15-member Student Council to some 19 or
But we are not attempting, to hail) on
event.Ga
Rostrum,a
bate will last one hour.
20 members. This change. he advocated. Just Mr. Robinson. for he has brought forth
The national debate topic, "The
was necessary to allow more campus groups many improvements in SJS student govern. further development of nuclear
Patronize Our
to have voting repre.setitaC
on the Counweapons should be prohibited by
Advertisers
inent.
cil.
international agreement," is the
But
what
about
you.
Mr.
Candidate?
title.
Robinson indicated lie would want these
HAPPY COIN
Pat McClenahan and Everett
representatives from tlicse groups on tlic Will you carry out your promises?
LAUNDERETTE
It

the

Corrie,
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

011

Vet Deadline Now,
Today is the last day for
Korean veterans to sign voucher forms for March if they wish
payment on time. Forms may he
obtained in the Korean vete, ans office in Adm101.

Debaters Discuss Nuclear Arms Problem
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RALLY ’ROUND THE SLIDE RULE, Boysis the dominant
ariation on a "Let’s Beat the Pants Off the Russians" theme being
played in the key of be sharp or be flat.
In fact, I have just finished an article in Parents magazine en piled, "Should Your Child Become an Engineer?" And according to
.11 author, who bears a slight resemblance to Rock Hudson, the answer is a loud and firm"Yes!"

soon

Our author is one of those right -out -of-the -tub. very talcorned young men with brilliant careers ahead of them. "Von are
looking at Herschel’ V. Radius," the introduction begins. "Herschel] Is one, of Boeing’s top-flight exertitives after only 17 (lays
on the job." It goes on to say Herschel] pulls in a neat $33,000
per. (I suspect this figure is a modeling fee rather than for his
square root work.)

ARCHIMI>S
makes another great discovery...

It

what’s up front
that counts

There he sits, smiling over his drafting board, white shirt -sleeves
rolled roguishly to his elbows; he is up to his close-shaven neck with
arrows, dotted lines, arcs and other impressive doodles.

new Marquis Ensemble

IN THE NUMBERS RACKET, things never have been especially comfortable for me since those many long, hot hours bending over
a hot word problem: "If Alf can lay 346 flagstones in 13 hours and
Asa can lay only 326 flagstones more than Alf, how many hedges more
than Jack will Ezra plant if Leroy sells pencils for 29 cents a bushel?"

very Special

Actually, it all began with a harmless enough looking set of
metal thIngamailggies collectively known in the department store
basements as an "Erector set."

’595
Bridal Sets
from $100

I never remember asking for an Erector set, but rather than
have my relatives think there was a backward child in the family, Dad
squandered $7.79 on the Senior-Size.

Other

NO

MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Open Mon. and Thurs. ’til 9
All port, t.01.1. Federal Tall

ewelet3
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE

Then the battle was on between the I -beams and I. Everyone else
way busily spanning their dining room tables with scale models of
the George Washington Bridge or building replicas of the Eiffel Tower
/1-1 their dresser, while I was still trying to get the box open. 11 just
could never make the smooth transition from tinker toys to the
Erector game.I
According to the article, the engineering bosses are (and I
quote) ". . . screaming for engineers." I hear this everywhere
and I should think by this time they would have learned that
yelling won’t get them anywhere.
Most of these PiRsquare boys are pretty show-offy fellows, what
,)ith that fancy hand -tooled alligator case they all hang from their
helts. They are modern Sir Lancelots, sashaing about through the
crowd, their slide rule and scabbard ready at a moment’s call from
113M.
Nobody else acts like that. Now suppose all the P.E. people were
it go galivanting about with ball bats dangling from their hips?
One further.question men: I have heard a rhombus is a latin
American dance for squares. Is this true? On your rules, get set

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

FREE

BRAKE INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
WITH

LUBE JOB AND OIL CHANGE

Forms Available
For ASB Positions
Applications have been avail Is since Monday for all student
y offices, ASB Pres. Dick Ro.nson announced yesterday. Stu., tits planning to run for office
’1 the April 30-May 1 election
l.ould obtain an application tom
the Student Union and retort;
hy Tuesday.
r

PLUS

Beaux Arts Tickets

FREE PARKING ALL DAY

Bids for Beaux Arts Ball, Sat
urday night, now are on sale it
.’zttident Affairs Business Office
-1116, and from art students wear tags. according to Alpha Gan)
t. co-sponsor of the event.
Tickets are $1.50, and DeAnza
Hotel, 233 W. Santa Clara St., will I
he scene of the annual event. Pen attending the ball will dress!
characters in famous paintings

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
Directly across from the Library on 4th St.
AT THE SIGN OF THE CHEVRON

You can reproduce the experiment.
It’s easy as ’Jr. (Yes, you can do it
in the bathtub.) Assuming that you
have first visited your friendly tobacconist, simply light your first Winston
and smoke it. Reasoning backwards,
the discovery proceeds as follows:
first, you will notice a delightful
flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or
of bread baking. Obviously, such

flavor cannot come from the filter.
Therefore, it’s what’s up front that
counts: Winston’s Filter-Blend. The
tobaccos are selected for flavor and
mildness, then specially processed for
filter smoking. This extra step is the
real difference between Winston and
all other filter cigarettes. Besides,
it’s why Winston is America’s bestselling filter cigarette.

"Eureka! Winston tastes good...
like a cigarette should!"
r,PACCO CO. WIN110.1 SAI cc or,
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Boxers Defend Crown n IRAA Tourney at Reno
Ringmen
Open Meet
Tomorrow

Lee Tops Hitters
With .447 Mark
nelder.

Iliolit

Emmet t

By HAPVEY

Lee , at a .39:i clip, having collected 17,

Wondering how you’ll ever get
ahead of financial woes?

Life insurance savings give you
a head start on the future. Con.
sitter the advantages of our
Protected Savings Plan, the ideal
estate builder for the young man.
It combines low cost with flea toady to meet the economic
changes tat are bound to occur
during a lifetime.
It will profit you to do some life
insurance planning now -while
you can gain by lower premiums!

RIVERSIDE
GOLF CLUB

THE

STUDENT GOLF SPECIAL
Daily Rates
$1.50 per day. Mon.- Fri.
Monthly Rates

ARRY RAKER
DAVE MORKETTER
FON ROEiNSON
BILL STURGEON
2;0 North Fo:.rtk St.

S8.50 Mon. - Fri.

CY 4-1088

CY 7-5707

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Le Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

Just 2’s miles So. of Coyote
(20 min. from S.J.)

Just Imported!

WORLD’S SMALLEST
ADDiNG MACHINE

-Sparfafofo

SPARTAN BELTER-Second baseman Bobby Krail, second in
team batting with a respectable .395 average, tops the baseballers in triples with four to his credit. Krell also has rapped out
three doubles. He is in his third year with the Spartan nine. He
performed at shortstop his first-two years.

Glovemen Suffer Three
Setbacks, Win One Tilt

Saves You Time and Money! Perfect
for Salesmen, Housewives, Business
Men, Storekeepers, Students, Engi-

San Jose State placed fourth in
!he Northo I, California Intel -calk ignite gaff championships at the
Pas:diet:pp) course in Santa Cruz
!,,,t weekend.
The Span tans caldril it 36 -hole
id 6111 It finish hehird Fres’, State 15891, Statifaid 15910,
FranCiSCO Stailr 1602,, and
?
1:11 I 6081.
In the 71-tiele medal .taropetirat for indis irked is
Ialoser shi t is 299 f,:i a sixth
i.Lice finish ;is
n ys Oh a 292
lii m:..1 th

the

often -

as

he

collected

three

of

the

Spartans five hits.

Right field-

er

eollected

Emmett

Lee

a

double in three trips 10 the plate.
Williams

had

a

triple

In

his

army of hits.
The Spartans did their scoring
,
us the second, fourth and seventh
-

inning.
In the second game the Spartans
climbed aboard a 16-hit attack to
nip the 49ers 8-7 in a ten inning
Winning pitcher was Julio
Righthander
.1 n n
Eseamillo.
Holmquist started for the Spartans hut mils lifted for E..1.
milk) in the fifth.

Against Cal Poly the Spartan%
committed five miscues In dropping at 5-3 decision to the 511is.
tangs. skilS outhlt the NIustanga
X to 5.
Lrifthander Dick Holden was
handed Isis initial loss of the season after piling up a 2-0 record
and allowing no eatned runs.’
Center fielder Jim Pusateri
and Voting led the hitting parade with two hits Clerk Pusateri had II triple while Coups
eollected a home run In the
eighth. Right fielder Al Pi model slammed is home nin in
the sixth for the Spartans.

15 long-;asting visible ink refill
cartridges. Each pen writes in a
different color-gold, red, green,
blue, black. Each has a break

Also available - ADDLATOR DELUXE in
gl,imirq brass, with imported luxury
lecther carrying case, 5 delve, brass
Taassed ball point pens, ond 15 fine quality
bruss ball point refills - only $5.95.

applied

Lee batted in three runs on tkvo
!sits. Inderbitzen had two RBI’s.

With every ADDIATOR you will rereive 5 multi -color ball pens and

dfiir

Williams

%kV power for the Spartan nine

Third baseman Jerry Baker and
Coutts led the hitting attack with
three hits each. Inderbitzen had
two hits.

YOURS FREE1 1 1

s the
and
ides,
best-

Each team committed three

In the tenth inning first baseman Ted Coutts led off with a
single and scored on shortstop
Bill Inderbitzcn’s triple, to score
the winning tally in the tight
game.

OVER 4,000,000 MONEY-SAYING ADOIATORS NOW IN USE
Easy-to -use ADDIATOR, precision -made in West Germany,
does 1001 adding and subtracting problems in a hurry.
With ADDIATOR you spot mistakes, save money on bills
and sales slips.
Avoid human error, frazzled nerves, overdrawn bank
accounts. Carry ADDIATOR everywhere. The size and
shape of o pocket comb, it fits in your purse or pocket
is sturdily made of Dusseldorf Aluminum to last a lifetime.

that
The
and

.s in

Golfers Place 4th

neers, Accountants. Adds and sub.
’sods to 999,999 in a jiffy!
. Balances Check
Summarizes
Expenses
Books
. Checks Income
Does Housework
Totals Sales
Taxes
Slips
Keeps You on
Budget

resilient plastic case, silvertone
clip, push button, and automatic
retractable mechanism.

You get ADDIATOR,
plus 5 multi-color pens,
ptis 15 visible ink refills
- all for only $398

Sparan Bookstore
"R/GHT ON CAMPUS"

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

A smooth working lefthander
from the Oregon Ducks, Jack Loy.
silenced the bats of the Spartan
nine for cii.e,ht full innings before

Well, some would disagree
but everybody agrees
. .
he’s wise to buy his art supplies at

SAN JOSE PAINT
& WALLPAPER
II?

S. 2nd and

Vsney Fair

Jim Pusateri collected a hit off
the crafty southpaw. Long followed Pusateri with a hit which
iseored the speedy centerfielder. in
Its,’ bottim of Ilse ninth.
Righthander it ill Leas. h
absorbed his second loss of the
season. Joel Guthrie relieves’
Leach in the sixth.
Loy struck out six while allowing no walks nnil two hits for the
victotions Ducks.

24

Free Parking

CYpress 3-6383

S. SECOND ST.

PIPE PLENTY..
ON QUALITY FAMOUS

Dautcn Than:brads
12"

h

e.
Bine.
51237
t6.77
670
11.77
4.77
710
20.77
16.77
760
TUBELESS
18.77
15.77
670
20.77
16.77
710
18.77
22.77
760
Other sizes at proportional savings.
Sports car tires at tremendous
savings. Check on used fire values
priced from 4.50 up, some like new

11.1,4
Naha
Pk.

the nationals due to a
lured nose. Avey stiller, ;
fracture during the Univei Nevada matches.
Heavy favorites In their respective weight ills kiln. will I,
132 lb. Nick Akana and heavy
weight champion Archie Milton
The squad will leave from th,
San Francisco airport tomorrow
morning.
The Spartans scored two dual
meet triumphs during the Easter
vacation over University of Nevada and the University of
consin
tot h by identical,
scores.
The Spartans season record
was ’7-1-1 following the two
cation triumphs. Wisconsin, ar.

ta

15 month wrtIten
service guarantee*
... too,. be
..... hai.s
Vial,

11405,

yot

MASTER TIRE CO.

.-

ormov. tttttt

0. its.

352 W. SAN CARLOS

followed
Nilsinendeis ringrnen
the same pattern as the Madison

1:ai,,ter i acation lerlis tal hnvtleitig Intel profitable for trip when they captured the first
baseball COLIC II hl
Ills charges. The Sparta h. three bouts via the TKO and kayo
r, tile’ copping oniy
Shills’ dropped three
Is in route before 147 lb. Jake Avey
dropped a close decision to the
during the s aration break.
Badgers undefeated Ron Marshall.
S.IS journeyed to Lio, \ tigele. State %here they plit
Ron Nichols scored a second
a doubleheader ss ith the 19er, 1.el’iltander Larry
illiams round TKO over Ellis Gasser in
ab-orbeil the opetiing game loss ii- I,. %. Stale snored at 4-3 nabbing the initial bout of the

A 4ENWS?

NEVEit MAKES A MISTAKE

JOHNSON
Editor

Menendez announc.,1
lb. Jake Avey would

Righthander Bill Leach follows
Holden with a 1.04 ERA. Leach
lops the mound corps with 19

C TS-SS11

FOR RENT
Rental Rates for Students
FOR SALE
Used Standard and Portable Machines
-EASY PAYMENT PLANSpecial

son Jot.. state boxing team
under ring mentor Julie 51,i, end,’, will place their National
Athletie
Crin% n
On the line I his weekend wh :in
the annual tourney gets under
way In Reno tomorrow night.
SJS, defending NCAA charm
will send a seven man team to
nationals at Reno. Scheduled
go in the 119 lb. class
Nichols. Nichols has been t,
in the 125 lb. class throughoui
season. Another change mill 1i..
tannin’ Bill Maddox in the I,
lb. division mith Al WM) lin .
up at 156 lbs.

Smooth left hander Dick Holden
tops the pitchers in the ERA depat tment with .00 following two
, triumphs, also tops among the
hitches.

has
given tip the most walks. The
smenth lefty has allowed 10 opponents to reach first base via
the lice pass route. Williams
-econd to Leach in sti ikeout,
having recorded 14.

5ypetvriferi

Sports

pipe the regular Spartan hitters hits in 38 times to the plate. He
games also folloms Lee in the RBI coluith an aycrage of :447, in
umn mith eight and has collected
up ti, the Easter vacation, accord- three dnutl!s. The
classy second
ing to statistics released from the
hascarim icads the club in triples
office.
nevvs
athletic
SJS
with four.
Lee, who also generals the
He is tied la ills third baseman
has Jim Long fat the most
team,
font hall
Spartan
walks.
nataeioal his 417 average frtins
F:nch play rt has eight free passes
to his credit.
11 hits in :;t4 limes at but Of
abut hips the Huh in dimities
Catcher
D on Christiansen
uith five and RBI’s with nine.
(.350) Is tied with Kral’ in the
all
its
departLee
hind
lic
Cli
RB1 department with eight.
ment; is s:o ml baseman Babby
Center fielder Jim Pusateri is
ball
the
pounding
is
Krail
Krail.
’ rapping the ball at a .341 clip.
1 Pusateri has been to hat 41 times
’ and has collected 14 base hits.
He also leals in stolen bases with
Iwo.

:trikeouts.
Lel thander Larry Williams

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

evening in the 125 lb. class.
Undefeated Nick Akana, the
classy counter 131 lb. puncher,
made short work of John Dryer
when he seemed is kayo midway
round.
the
second
through
Akana decked his opponent %%Rh
a fierce right cross henna. his
fast left hook found its mark
on the Badger scrapper.
Dave Nelson kept the Spartan
pattern intact when Ise scored a
second round TKO over Phil
Gokey in the 139 lb. division. The
Spartan southpaw scored freely
with his right upper cuts and right
hooks on the Badger.
Undefeated Ron Marshall found
a stubborn competitot in 147 lb
, Jake Avey, as the Badger scored
, a close decision over the determined Spartan. Avey was tls
aggressor throughout the first two
rounds but ran head-on into the
two-fisted attack administered 1,
Marshall. in the third round.
Despite scoring a first round
knockdown over stylists Rill
I Sensiba of Wisconsin, Al Woo
, dropped a deeision to the Badger
, from the evergreen country.
Bill Maddox. moved up !
165 lb. weight division st,
, the third round mith a flu....
; counter punches its scoring
victory.
Maddox had previously ijrohii
a decision to Bill Sensilia in ’
156* lb. bracket when the Spart
jotirneyed to Madison
Aggresive Hill Urhan scored

SPECIALS OF TRE WEEk!
MONO

IN

AND

STEREO

THE JOY OF LIVING
Nelson Riddle
STEREO
Peg, 4.98, Now 3.38

MONO
Reg. 3.98, Now 2.77

266 SO. Is.TSANJOSE
Open 4./0/7.s7hurs.ti§ 9:00

Shanks Drire-In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 c.m.- Oui at 5:00 p.m."
ONE DAY SERVICE - NO EXTRA CHARGE

Special

DRESSES
silo
CY 3-3701

one week oniy
2nd & San Carlos

(Continued on Paige 5)

TOP QUALITY REPLACEMENT PARTS
AT OUTSTANDING SAVINGS FOR STUDENTS
WATER PUMPS
Factory rebuilt, pressure
tested, guaranteed.

3.95

We have a
lenge stock of
water pumps ear CADILLAC,
CHRYSLERS and NASH ca,
rit REDUCED PRICES.

Rebuilt Fuel Pumps
Guaranteed

FeC,OrY .Rebuff

BRAKE SHOES

Single Action
reg 3.98 61911
now
Double Action
reg 1.95 471
110M
Eyck

MUFFLERS &
REBUILT MASTER CYLINDER TAILPIPES installed

/Vt..
8.95
Top Qual ly heavy
duty. Dual Friction.
Rood power for those
emergency stops.

349

OPEN THURS. NITE
UNTIL 9 P.M.

69g
only

REBUILT REGULATORS

2.98

7.ql. Can

MOTOR
BOND
OIL

0,xpna, Eawcimtt
0.1.4
Keilp in Too Shape

Master C .
oi
Kits

For All Cr-,

s., 3.98

Top Quality Wheel
Cylinders Repair Kits
Top Qu,, ty Cebu O
by Factory srined
surf
1.0.1t

Rehuilt Generators

.ach

40
7

1.49
r

You Can

URZI’S
,
1
-
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Dr. Wahlquist To Tell
Building Plans Today

Court Fines Twenty Six
Clubs for Violations
:.

o

Twenty-six caniv., i Jabs and
Greek organizations were each notitled yesterday of a $5 fine for
failure to return an organization
evaluation form to the Student
Court.
I
The fined groups will he given ’
the opportunity to plead "not
guilty" at Tuesday’s court meeting, or to pay the violation. They
also must turn in the evaluation
form at this time.
First time violations will receive
a $5 penalty, Chief Justice Dick
Christiana said Far a second of

W. C. Lean
Jewelers
55 Years in San Jose
SHOWER HER
with

Towle
STERLING

so

5
4.5e\P’s

din r,

vs

tense, the fine is doubled and subsequent violations will result in
fines and probable loss of charter
recognition, he declared.
Newman Club alb was sent a
summons to appear before the ju’tidal body next week. The court is
starting contempt of court proceedings against the Roman Catholic organization for failure to
carry out a previous sentence.
Prosecuting at ttorney Milton von
Damm warned students who ride
bicycles to school that although it
is not illegal to walk bikes on
campus. they must be parked in or
near the bicycle racks. Bicycles
parked near the Library or in
other locations without racks face
possible confiscation, he said.
Plans for election rallies are being made, Bill Ash, male justice,
reported to the court. The Spartan
Y will sponsor several night rallies, he said, including one i:
which all candidates will speak ot
a specified topic. The Studem
Council also will sponsor campaigii
rallies, he said.
The court plans to check student body office applications nest
week to determine all applicant,
eligibility to run in the comin..:
election.

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK

by Phyllis Mocked,

These Gals Have ’Real Home’
Cathryn Freeman, as cook for the week at Home Management
House, serves potato soup for lunch, assisted by Karen Rocha.
With three other home economics majors they will stay five
weeks at the house as part of a class, Home Management Lab.

Coeds Manage Home,
Find Key to Male Heart

By PHYLLIS MACKALL
Chancos are that you’ve never nutritious, appetizing meals: and
really noticed a rather inconspic- prepare a fpret meal for at least
o faculty members or persons
uous brown house across from the
Men’s Gym en the corner of 5th Interested in the program.
and San Carlos Sts.
Each week, $3 is budgeted for
Yet inside live five women stu- operational expenses, such as the
dents and a resident faculty ad- purchase of candles and flowers.
viser who are working at a fasciAs would be expected, the entire
routing program.
house is as neat as the proverbial
i rofessor of geology. was injured , In the schedule of classes, it pin and is sparkling clean. One can
Sunday when he tried to help his , is listed as H.E. 150, home man- hardly imagine an attic as neat
son Richard. 12, who was pinned agement, and that is exactly what as the one in Home Management
! by a rock in a creek bed near ; it is: the management of a ?ea! House!
their Saratoga home.
!home.
The students say they’re hatA playmate called Dr. Dolloff, I, Not many housewives roll table - ing so much fun working togethi
who suffered a fractured ankle cloths instead of folding them. at Home Management House tli.
when he tried to push the rock off !dust with both hands, pre-heat they’ll miss it when the course
his son’s leg. Eighteen firemen and , their dinner dishes in the dish- completed.
deputies responded to a call to washer, use trays and carts to
All of the participants seem 1,
rascue the pair, and worked for serve, or set their tables with lin- agree with Miss Nelson that
!none than an hour before carrying ens and observe formal service at is an invaluable expelience,
them out on stretchers.
; every meal.
drudgery.However, neither does the aver.
Richard suffered a severe leg
laceration that required surgery. age housewife have the Building
Dr. Dolloff also underwent surgery and Grounds services to care for
on his ankle. Both were reported her house and garden nor the Au in satisfactory condition at 0’. dio-Visual Ser% ice Center to fix a
broken phoncgraph.
r’,.n.nor Hospital.
The program is not HMV til
r to the home
San -lose
economics department of most
cliii colle4es. hilt
dliiiersities
unlike SJS, do trot ossio
MOO
their op 0 home ma IlageMent
111/11%P. The three -bedroom hOlIMP
MM. being used was moos it
Its location three years ago from
14th street. according to Miss
V1111111’11 NI.Ison. home economics
lute ’,Igor who (Erects the program.
Thi five jurior and senior home
c: n. mice majors participating in
this fit c-ncek prcgram have a
"finkhing ceurse" enabling them
Broadest coverage
I. pot ioto "practical application
in our history...
all hi me curiornics courses they
hate had," s.rys Miss Neliatn.
.fastest possible
In keeping with its academic
claim payments
nature, formal classcs are held
twice a neck at 7:30 a.m. to plan
for the future and evaluate past
FARMERS
achievements.
INSURANCE
Official college house rules are
GROUP
maintained, and the students may
vpnolyoOfittimmator
go heme on weekends since the
lab is for five days a week.
VIP many tasks necessary to
SANTA CLARA
h llll so are divided
r on a In
AX 6-1470
Jack Taylor
efflially into the Jobs of host,
CAMPBELL
cook, assistant cook. I lllll 41.141.1111Bruce Craig
ES 0-1704
el’, and laundress. Each student
SAN JOSE
performs 1.111.11 j011 during her
Grover Swofford
CY 5-5223
five -week stay. remising three
units of credit.
There are three groups of five ;
:Icrits this semester. Students
the first session were Betty
liner, Martha Takeda, Joyce
ichan, Cathryn Freeman, and
en Rricha.
i..rch participant pays $35 for
.1 during the program. There
.- no charge for room.
The conk for the’ WlP1( is given $30 to ’my, prepare for, and
tPIVC three meals a day for the
rise -day week. She MINE keep
stub In the $30 budget: prepare
10(h and Santa Clara Sts.
-

Dr. DOloff Injured
In Rescue Attempt

POLICY

with every

NEW YORK t.,n
I"
STEAK
ALSO ...

SPECIAL SERVICE
You can now heye your dry cleaning and laundry picked up end
delivered between the hours of
6 and 9 p.m. at no additional
cost.
We operedn cur own plant
end our -1 ;s UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
Call our campus representatives: Gary Rests, or Bill Rote at
CY 2.7920. fcr a price list and
CY 3-9972, Cr ’ha rra:n pl5nt.
Ask about our special
introductory offer!

EVERY MON., TUES., WED.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

Students Must Show ASB Card

Julian 1 Steaks

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS
Qualify Since 1910
183-185 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7920

Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar

IBNI invites the 1959 Graduate
with Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree
to discuss career opportunities
Contact your college placement office
for an appointment for campus interviews

Ow-

Towoe

Bow n.in
Si 1.95
$29.95
from
Settings,
6-Pc. Place
Tea Spoons, lrom $4.23
Serving Pieces, from $4.00
Use our divided payment plan
at no extra cost,

.

AN

etueteri
L

N and JUNG

LEAN ard JUNG
SINCE 1904
In Downrown San Jose
First 6 San Fernando Sts.

APRIL 9th
Career opportuni’.ies

FOOD
STORES

SHOPPER’S
MARKET
450 E. Santa Clara St.

Groceries
Produce
Meats
Just three blocks off the Spartan
campus, the Shoppers Market
offers you friendly service and
quality foods at competitive prices
. . . plenty of FREE parking.

Quality
I fe0dS5’-ij
cli2/
FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE
Phone CY 5-1236

rarffir!..chip ;STAMPS

. .. YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

If your degree major

Sales

Liberal Arts
Engineering

Applied Science

Physics

Product Development

Physics
Electrical
Mechanical
Engineering Physics
Mathematics

... So Convenient
to the College...

RED&
WHITE

and optical service.
latosst stylad glasses

Mathematics

Engineering

Some facts about IBM
IBM’s phenomenal growth offers unlimited profeesional opportunities to
highly qualified graduates. Company policies lay a firm groundwork
for stimulating and rewarding careen’ in the areas listed above. At IBM.
you will find respect for the individual ... small -team operation,.
early recognition of merit ... good financial reward ... outstanding
Company -paid benefits ... and many educational and training programs:
IBM’s laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott.
Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown. N.Y.; Burlington, Vt.;
San Jose, Calif.; Lexington, Ky.: and Rochester. Minn. Sales and service
offices are located in 198 principal cities throughout the United States.

and optical prescriptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 1-1880
100 So. I st St.

IBM Corp.
1955 The Alameda
Son Jose 26 Calif.

IBM

INTESNATIONAI.
BUSINtSt MACHINES
C OR POP AT ION

is in:

Business
Accounting
Mathematics

If you cannot attend the interviews, write or call the inansive
of the nearest IBM office:

CONSULT
Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Complete eye examinations

3

Korean Students
Esther

FREE

Spa tarot

Y

Youngsoon Park and
Gi Ahn, Korean studenk van
were
named outstanding
international
students of San Jose
Stat:i
0 a
rally card holders are recent San Jose Rotary
A report froth Pres. John T. I torium. All
Club
and vote for their ing. Mii Park, a ,_ai_r meetWahlquist concerning a new stu- asked to attend
pational therapy major,
officers.
and Abs
dent union building will be givenl"mmitIce
’ Carol Sandell Is the new Rally P Folic. interested in goliticll
sti,
today at 3:30 a.m. to the Student Commitaie cho’rman.
enee, nete enattird
Council. The governing body will
convene at 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union for a short session
prior to adjourning to Dr. Wahlguises office to complete the
meeting.
ASH Pres, Dick Robinson stated that Dr. Wahlquist would comment on the possibility of beginning construction on an activities
building in the near future and
other building plans. He also will
confer with the council on the student parking problem.
International Relations Club representative Stan Stevens will
come before the council to deliver
a progress report on the upcoming
Model United Nations trip. Model
U.N. delegation chairmen will be
approved by the council.
Robinson announced a subcomIncludes:
mitee chairmen meeting would be
Garlic Bread, Chili,
held tomorrow at 3:30 in the StuSalad and Baked Potato
dent Union.
Election of Rally Committee officers will be held tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi -

BRAND NEW
AUTO
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Salt &Pepper Se
in Plastic
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Frosh Continue
Dazzling Display

Tracksters Top Arizonans;
Face California Saturday

The locals, sporting from two Arizona triumphs, will he going against a club that
recently scored an imperssive win over Santa Clara Youth Village and the San Francisco
Olympic Club.
Last weekend Bud Winter’s charges un-coupled Arizona’s run -away freight traitt. I
1-17. The ; tin i),’ Is are hailed as the best in the school’s history. The following
afternoon they walloped Arizona
University 81-50.
OFFICE HOURS
Dick Kimmel’s 14-2t2 vault and Spartan Daily Advertising Department
1:45 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Carl Maloney’s sizzling 1:53 (880)
All phone calls regarding Display
victory over the great Mel Spence Ads should b mad btween the above
hours. (NAPlace Classified Ads
were some of the bright spots durat Room 16, Tower Hall)
Freshman Neal Dahlen suffered ing the Arizona jaunt. Bob Poyn-

Baseballer
In Accident

lacerations to the forehead and ter and Ray Norton (sprinters),
right arm when the car in Which and Errol Williams (high-jumper)
he was riding collided with a also sparked the Spartan attack.
Arriving home the Spartans had
heavy transport truck approximately 10 miles outside of Gil- a short rest and then Coach Bud
Winter, with a limited crew, made
roy yesterday afternoon.
an impressive showing in the SanThe car reportedly struck the
ta Barbara Relays, finishing third ,
left rear end of the transport as behind USC (40 29;35) and SC
the car attempted to pass com- Striders t402/7), The Spartan
pletely, severing the top of the point total was 35 1 5.
car.
Winter admitted that if the
Dahlen was a member of the
team had been at full strength,
freshman baseball team journeying
"We might have taken the
to Salinas for a game with the
meet." Dick Hocks, javelin prosHartnell team.
pect and Mac Burton, 24 -ft.
Frosh baseball coach Warren broadjumper, did not make the
Fraleigh reported last night that trip along with a few other
no one else in the car suffered tracksters. Both men very posmore than minor shock.
sibly could have placed in their
Dahlen was dismissed from the respective events had they been
Gilroy hospital following treat- aide to make the trip. At present both are recovering from
ment for the lacerations.
slight bark injuries.
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Injury - Prone Howell
Lends 880 Strength
By GREG2RY H. BROWN
Jerry Howell, Spartan ace-half-miler, is one of the
big cogs in the San Jose State track team machinery this
year. Howell. originally from Hochatown. Okla., is in his
first year of competition for Coach Bud Winter’s NCAA
hopefuls. Ile transferred from Vallejo JC last semester.
The 23 -year-old physical education major was a 660
runner in junior high and then lengthened out to the half

WARNER Bons

’Marjorie
.,

mile during his high school years,
all in Vallejo. At Vallejo JC, Howell was the Coast Conference
champion for two years (’56-57).
He placed 4th in the State Junior
College Meet in ’58.
Last year Jerry was hampered
by an injury and didn’t run regutally. This year he has been delayed by a torn muscle in his leg
but has been working out since
the injury and he expects to be
in Op condition soon.
"I usually try to set a pretty
fast pace and then try to hold
It," he revealed. "I think running cross-country in the offseason is what makes your sea-
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EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Bell, Book and Candle

"The Decks Ron Red"

SPARTAN

Sonforlred for continued
snug fit, in authentic Western style with leather label.
Heavy weight denim, durov
stitched, riveted and bar.
tacked at vital points.
26 to 32, 3.55
33 to 40, 3.75

DRIVE-IN

The Perfect Furlough"
-Paratroop Command"
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TICO
TACO’S
DELICIOUS

RANCHBURGER
4-1b.

Ground

Beef

on

Soft French RollLettuce

Williams Tosses
One-Hitter at COP

Tomatoes, Pickles, Onjons

Pich ond Thick

24c

SAL DE LUNA
nii

45c
Open every day

Nit.A-4-L VACCINE POUND?
LOS ANGELES 1UPIl
A
UCLA Medical School research

team reports in a cautiously-

The Spartans, running the 440
and 880 relay for the first time,
established new meet records for
both baton events. Possibly the
fastest sprint quartet in the Ittion today, the combo of Poynter,
Norton, Kent Herkenrath and Bob
Brooks, whizzed the 440 in 41.3.
Earlier, the same crew set a new
880 mark of 1:25.9.
Coach Winter said the times
were "impressive" but that he expects to narrow it down with more
work on passing and a healthy
crew. Both Norton and Herkenrath are plagued with slight muscle injuries but both are expected
to be "primed" for Saturday’s test.
Tom Daniels’ 163-4,2 discuss
heave proved one of the top performances for the Spartans at the
Santa Barbara meet. Bob Poynter
took the open 100 with a recordtying 9.5. Norton finished fourth
in the event.
Errol Williams’ 6-6 high Jump
was second only to the great
Charley Duman who took the
event with a 6-73,4 leap. In the
pole vault, Kimmel took a second behind Morris of the Striders who recorded a 14-4.

Although the Spartans didn’t
win the mile relay, their time was
good enough to establish a new
school record. The team finished
behind USC and the Striders with
a 3:15.5. Bob Myers (49.81, Carl
Maloney (49.21, Kent Herkenrath
148.41, and Charles McNiff 148.1i
recorded the new school record.
Winter admited that the Arizona entourage took a little out of
the boys. "We had to fight a 26
mph wind against State," he said.

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL-100

OCTANE

REG.-90

OCTANE

Cigarettes 1
All Major Oils-38: qt.

20 STATIONS
4th & William-64h & Keyes

GRUVER TIRE CO.
270 W. SAN CAPWS

"3-K’

CY 3-7366

XTRA MILEAGE

e$995

RECAPS.

Each and Tax

Motor Tune-up

Brake Work

Wheel Alignment
Richfield

Car

Gas

LINK

Polishing

Goodyear Tires

I
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GENERAL 1
PRECISION
COMPANY

engineering students:
Important career opportunities await you at Link Aviation.
Link’s increasing prominence and diversification in electronics enable it to offer promising career opportunities to
engineering students. Link, a leading producer of electronic Hight simulators, has expanded into many fields,
including automatic control, optical and visual display
sy’stems, digital computers, instrumentation,and is now the
world’s largest producer of analog computing equipment.
Engineering graduates joining the Link organization
are assured that their special interests and skills will be
utilized to the best advantage. Link offers supplemental
training designed for engineers, by engineers. The company also provides a financial assistance program to
encourage its engineers to undertake graduate studies.
The working atmosphere at Link is thoroughly professional, because management men are engineers and understand the engineer’s viewpoint and ambitions. Salaries
are excellent, fringe benefits ample. Link’s locations in
Binghamton, in the heart of New York State’s vacation.
land, and in Palo Alto, California, in the beautiful San
Francisco Bay area, make it an ideal place to live, work
and play,
A Link representatke will he on the San Jose State
campus. on April 8. Make your appointment with your placement office now.
LINK AVIATION INCORPORATED, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
A sobsidiory of 0
I Precision Equipment Corporoton,

No.

Senior
Math
Majors

2

IN A SERIES OF MESSAGES TO
MATHEMATICS MAJORS
ABOUT BECOMING AN ACTUARY:

As an Actuary, your work h
intellectual!) challenging. You
exercise specialized professional
knowledge, broad judgment and
skilled administrative leadership.

(upper 2.0% Oftslaff)

It will be well worth your while to
find out about "Your Career as an
Actuary" mail the coupon today.

Expert Instruction on Our Own Alley

ONLY

9

-
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FUZZY SH1MADA
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San Jose

TICO TACO’S

4th and S. James

Reno Defense ...

(Continued from Page
a decision over 178 lb. Jack
Duignan, for the Badgers third
anti last victory.
Urban constantly crowded Duignan and his solid body punches
kept the lanky Spartan from scoring any damaging punches.
Despite some fairly obvious
butting tactics by WINCONIell1
heavyweight Tom Weisne r,
Archie Milton remained In the
undefeated ranks with a decisive triumph over the Badger
mauler.
Milton caught Weisner with
solid left and right hooks in the
second which staggered Weisner
and prompted him to maul Milton
Howell indicated that he would to keep from being kayoed.
like to give the mile-relay a whirl,
(if course, the coaches don’t this
yet," he smiled.
Howell feels Coach Winter Is
a man uith a thousand eyes.
"You aluays feel he has his eye
Behind the one-hit pitching of
on you een though there are a
southpaw Larry Williams the San
lot of guys out there."
Howell also said that frosh Jose State nine captured the opening game of a twi-night doublecoach Bert Bonanno was "one of
the best," in his estimation. "He’s header at Municipal Stadium last
night.
a real hustler."
The Tigers’ hit was a double off
In addition to running at school, the left field wall by third basethe Spartan ovaler competed in man Dave Bender.
the Marine Corps for two years.
Leading hitter for the Spartans
He was stationed at Hawaii and was third baseman Jim Long. The
went against some of the best dis- Spartans collected six hits whilo
’tance runners in the country at committing no miscues. The ’Fig
times
ers committed three errors.
Jerry has designs of going
Strapping righthander Bob Corback and teaching at his alma onado not only was the winning
mater, Vallejo J.C., upon com- pitcher for the Tigers in the secpletion of his education at M.D4. ond game but collected the hit
In the off-season, Jerry works that was’ the margin in the game
for his parents, who own a real
--a 350-foot home run over the
estate firm.
left field wall in the second innFirst and foremost in his mind, ing.
along with the remainder of the
Bob Woods absorbed the loss for
tracksters this year, is the NC- the Spartans. Long, right fielder
AA finals in Nebraska. "I think Emmett Lee and first baseman
we have one of the best teams in John Galvan collected the Sparthe United States," he ended
tans’ hits.

Also
MILK SHAKES

SPARTAN DAILY..1
:day, April 1, 1959

worded article that it has developed what may prove to be a
vaccine against measles --a diSan Jose State’s undefeated NLAA-fav ored tracksters journey to Berkeley Saturday sease which last year killed twice
IS many persons as polio
to tangle with the
Bear" in what looms as the top meet on the roast this year.

sari Jose’s sparkling fresh ,.rond jump and a tie for third
the high jump paced the Bert
continued
Mall Mirk crew
J:onanno coached squad. Ed Marbuzz through opposition dtii.
us also proved his "iron-man"
jug s U (’ .1 t i lilt With Mutt%
ipabilities by taking the broad
’Tome -through performan..
lamp event, finishing third in the
who
failed
men
by
matk
es
highs, second in the high jump,
to place up until now.
and third in the lows.
The Spartababes demolished the
California frosh an,c1 Monterey PeJim "Flamin" Vietnams topninsula College in a triangular
ped
teammate Willie "The
track meet last week. The Spar- is hip’’ Villiams in
the loll yartans racked up 116’2 points to der (0.1-9.9).
Williams however,
the Bears’ 2441 and Monterey’s 20 nosed out the latter in the
220,
to completely dominate the Berk- (21.4-21.5) to even the intereley meet.
class duel.
Boh Gill, with firsts in the high
lv hurdles, a third in the
Bill Dani, the stocky frosh distance man, topped the school record in grabbing the two-mile
event. Dani stepped the eight laps
in 9:50 to beat the 1953 mark.
Bonanno pointed out that Mike
O’Kane, Tom Scheibe and Capt.
David Kilbourne made surprising
showings.
The freshman relay team later
journeyed to Santa Barbara and
CY II.!1111 4 OS
CLARA
*5TH. Cs. g
shattered both freshman marks In
the mile and 880 relay events, thus
,luplicating the feat accomplished
-artier by the varsity.
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Please send me ’Your Career as an Actuary*

Pacific Mutual Life
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Pacific Mutual Building
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CAMPUS MEMOS
D. Craigmile, a representative of tan athletics, got a boost last
ealifomia Packing Corp.
week,
Nancy Caldwell, a sophomore
Ricardo Montealegre. sophoeducation major at SJS, presentmore electrical engineering stued a cheek for 850 to Dean of
dent from Costa Rica, will speak Students Stanley
C. Benz in beon cultures and customs of his
half of her mother, Mrs. Walter
country tonight before El Circulo Caldwell.
Castellano in TH162 at 7 o’clock,
Bob Willey, club president said
Dr. June McCann, head of the
Women’s Physical Education Deyesterday.
Montealegre plans to return to partment, attended conferences in
Costa Rica following his gradua- Los Angeles and Corvallis and
tion to work on government engi- Portland. Ore, during the Easter
neering projects.
vacation.
Dr. Elizabeth M. Prange, asI Mrs. Mabelelaire Norman, assistant professor of nursing, left sociate professor of physical edu1Monday for New York to work cation; Miss Phyllis Philp, inI with the National Nursing Corn- structor in physical education: and
mittee in revising national tests Miss Margaret Lawler, assistant
; for state licensing examinations. in physical education, also attendThe committee, part of the Naed the March conference in Los
tional League for Nursing, will
Angeles of the California Assn.,
meet until Saturday.
for Health, Physical Education and
"Doubts about God" will be ex: Recreation.
plored tonight at 7 at the Student
Also attending were WAA presiChristian Center during the first
dent Gerry Peterson, vice presiof a series sponsored by the
United Campus Christian Fellow- dent Paulette McDonald, and
delegate Gloria Alvernaz.
ship.
Dr. Marston A. Girard. head of
Problems about belief in God
will be discussed under the di- the Health and Hygiene Departrection of the Reverend Mr. ment, was installed vice-president
James Barge and the Reverend ,
for health at the annual convenMr. Don Emmet. campus pastors
of the fellowship. The series is tion of the California Assn., for
open to all students and faculty. Health. Physical Education and ,
Recreation.
Dr. McCann, Dr. Prange, and
The Walter R. Caldwell Athletic Loan Fund, named in mem- Dr. Janice Carkin, associate prorwy of the late Saratoga real estate fessor of physical education, have
man who was a booster for Spar- "program responsibilities" at the
convention of the American Assn.,
for Health. Physical Education
and Recreation held
Sunday
through tomorrow in Portland,
Dr. McCann said.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
Today-L.A. Civil Service Commission. Los Angeles; accounting,
political science, public administration, industrial relations, psychology, business management,
economics, engineering, geology
and social work, majors.
Today-Parke, Davis & Co., San
Francisco; biological sciences
majors.
Today-U.S. Navy (OCS); any
major.
Todya-U.S. Navy (women);
any major.
Tomorrow-Westinghoti,,, Elec-

Dr. John 1.,l.- o1 ...-idmatos’
of secondary student teaching.
has announced that pre-registration for secondary student teaching during the ’59 fall semester
will be held April 3.
Students wishing to obtain general secondary, special secondary.
general junior high, junior college
;
or librarianship credentials, may
pick up forms in N, 5A this week.
Cha-cha lessons, beginning a
series of lessons on Latin American dances. will be taught at 8
and 9 o’clock tonight in WG22 as
part of Co-Rae’s Latin American
Kick lb
Volleyball, badminton, folk
dancing, and other regular features of Co-Rec also will be given.
Co-Rec is open to all students.
Students from the SJS Community Recreation Service will
present a family night recreation
program at the First Emmanuel
Lutheran Church, Saturday April
4.
The Recreation Service is made
up of recreation majors and other
students who sign for recreation
activities in the community.
Barbara Kassity, Diane Joye,
and Marilyn Daehler, recreation
majors. are in charge of the program.
Nominations of officers for the
fall semester will be accepted at
the next meeting of the Marketing Club, to be held in CH235
Monday, at 7:30 p.m.
Also included in the Meeting
will be a brief address by George

HAWAII
Summer Session
FatiM

Departing
Returning
As Late As
August 4th
June 21st
An Excitia4 Summer of Travel end Fee Includes

$4950

frip Transportation
Aloha Greetings
Transfers to Residence
Excellent Accommodations
Reception Party
Orientation Meeting

Introduction Parties
Luau
Beach Picnics
Swim Parties
Catamaran Cruise
City Tour
Plus Many More
Send For Full ii.forma.ion-Free 20 Pig,

FREE
Please send full
information on Hawaii
Summer Program to:

Outrigger Came Ride
Pearl Harbor Cruise
Pt Tantalus Tour

Tow
tote Head Tour
Glass Batton, Beat bunion

Cod, island

Elizabeth A. Greenleaf, associate
dean of students, away from SJS ,
to Cleveland, Ohio, where she attended two successive meetings in ’
March.
The first, was the National ,
Assn. of Women’s Deans and
Councils. Dean Greenleaf presided at the Deans of Women1
session.
Representing the association,
the dean then sat as a member of
the legislative assembly of the
American Personnel Guidance
Assn. She read her paper on "College Leadership West ,,f the
Mississippi."

Catalogue

UNIVERSITY STUDY TOURS
Dr. Robert E. Cralie
2275 Mission Street
San Francisco, California

Age

Name
Address
Zone

Stare

S:hool

VAlencla 4-0700

p CLASSIFIEDS
Furn, apt. for 2 or 3 boys. 491 S. IC,

Classified Rates:
25c lin* first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.

To Place an Ad:

I ’b. Cc’ 5-0410.

I large bdrrn., s’ove, ref,., drapes, car n’ wa.er and garb. pd. I sm. child
575. CV 58397,

Call at Student Affairs Office.
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

FOR RENT

KBM

Fur’s. apts, I or 2 bdrms. Near col. 65
5

LICURSI’S
HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESS!

Most trade, sell. Joguar coupe for fare. ,
Bunk beds, lockers, or 6,4,

CLOSE TO COLLEGE rew’y
3 -iv, apt end bath. Suitable for 3 -.
t...,der.

445 S. 8th St.

2 beirrn. unfurn. duplow.
raf-.1
,., ed
E. 1-turnbo..
1, FR $

Fern. apt. for 3 students of 452

Sk,s Klistis 7’ ’sets size 10, poles 535.1
.

.

-,. CV 3-9972.

5r’

4.^

S J. CV 4.5085 or AL 2-3470.
Poems for rent. Kit. priv. 633 S. 5,1-, 5’

ADULTS $1 50
Under 12-$1.2S
Daily 8-7
Sunday 1.12
ANY CUTS

42! EAST SANTA CLARA

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Quality Work
for Lower Prices
3 hr. Laundry Servic
I -Day Cleaning Service

WANTED

Fur.’. 1 & 2 Wm. opt. 532W me Cal
CV 2.5449 ’no CV 2.3385 efter 5 0 -

Pure. rms. male students. V4pno
d..ri;r
r smokinT CV 3

3.

57 Ford Fairlen SOO R&M, w w. low
Cl CV 7-7434,

r

iba S. IGth CV 4.6780.

Preparation for careers in probation, parole, and institutional
work is the theme for the Careers
in Correction conference to be
held on campus April 18 in CFI149
and CH150.
Discussion groups will be conducted for students interested in

Sparta guide

Contact: Mary Salvato-Personel Director

careers in U.S. Probation. Department of Corrections, youth authority, jail services, state parole,
U.S. prisons, probation, and military work.

3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park
DA 6-2060

All students with practically
any major may attend the conference, stated Dr. Thomas C.
Esselystyn and Rithard E. Murphy co-rliairnion if the ie put.

THE TAREYTON RING

MARKS THE REAL THING!

‘-

2,30 to. 4 p.m.
TOMORROW

STUDENTS,
RELIGIOUS
LIBERAL
meeting, Student Y. 1:30 p.m.
INDEPENDENT WOMEN’S HOUSING
COUNCIL, meeting, CH235, 3:30 p.m.
REPUBLICANS, ex-board
YOUNG
meeting, 7 p.m.; regular meeting, 7:30
p.m.. S142.
CSTA, executive board meeting, 7
p.m., CH226; program, 7:30, education
and juvenile delinquency.

FRIDAY
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, mass,
1:30
INSTITUTE
ITUTE OF AERONAUTICAL SC!.
ENCES. Aero Lab, meeting, 12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
ISO, beach party, Eagle Glen Park,
to meet at Studnt Union, 9:30 a.m.

A & M Auto Repair
general auto repair

(fa i-cytOn

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
354 bucket with ASB Card

S. 10th & Tully Road
r)c-rn ,t 4 F
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

PERSONALS

New deluxe apt for groups 5 or 6. 283
E. Reed St. at 7th. Lane 3 odrm unit.
MISCELLANEOUS
Completely fuw, Wafer and garb. pd
$40 per studengitust be seen to be op Good Horns Cooking. 28 S. 17th St. Cr
71; -nroAated. CV 7-5377.

HERE’S WHY
TAREYTOH’S DUAL FILTER
FILTERS AS NO SINGLE FILTER CAN:

EUROPE

It combines an efficient pure whit,
liter,

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa

to Sweden. You’re accompanied

-not herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequol (Box 11)--.Pasadsn, Calif.

2. with a unique inner filter of ACtivAND
CHARCOAL ...which haS been definitely
proved to Make the smoke of a cigarette
milder and smoother.

402 S. 3rd

Sahara Oil Co.

Male student to shore cc,th 3 ,tkors

ATTENTION: Will the two your,: morn
c a -Jr sports car who syo ."
youro man at Market St. near Sn’
wh, was injured by a beating
rn Sordev. March 8, oleos. Ln
Maynard. CV 3-3292

Not

395 Almaden Ave.
CV 74908
Near the Civic Auditorium

’emporn--y 0i.tor;r1
Psych. metier
Cn Kris. CV 5-9843.
fo, egt en Rood. Rees. CV 4.6442.

HO W
1HAT
RING
GETS
AROUND!

13th and Julian Sts.

4th, $1.50.

N’).

Position Available for Engineer or
Business Administration Graduates.

Correction Confab Set

SPECIALITY

Prernuirn Gas and 011 at Lowest
of Prices!
Save Through Our Membership!

A ILAST-CHEAPI Beaux Ads Ball de
-,re.rJrse’f.r.,sturrie. Famous Poining char.

365 Vine St.

Mrs. Mary Ellen Liles, 30, is grandmother
her one of youngest grandmothers in the
daughter, Mrs. Tressie Aram and Ray AnMrs. Liles, who lives in Buffalo, N.Y., was
of 12.

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

RC 11/4 record changer Fare. studio, 1 and 2 bdrrn. apts Now
b:drs. Woo ,nrpot. Bunt -in appl. 1/?-bik. wired/stereo. $40. Call after 5 p.m. CV
2-2102.
Let K
Mit, CV 4-9042.

. ’,den

Holding new baby,
twice over, making
nation. At right is
thony, 1 year old.
married at the age

Powerglide
Hydramatic
student rates
456 E. San Salved,
CV 5.474;

C P &
SERVICE STATION

Plush new apt, April I
2 bdrm \Omsk water & Tub. CV 3-0235 A Lyn -b.
------ept Ware,- & MGA ’56 rod, adiustab!a steering. wire
and refr. $80. 465 S. wheels. white wall fires, like new. Cell
evec AN 4-5520.

Set.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC CORP.

RENT A TYPEWRITER

FOR SALE

iiv.iiii.

at

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E San Frnando
CV 2-7501

Save up to $300 on a 1959 Cherreiet
i S. lick and Phone CV 71097 after 6 p.m. Ask for

- .. mph, 4 Or-dents
. - ,tive fur.’.
- 1490,
$32.50 on ;
- ----.- Brand new elegant ,. - I .-. 7 rd’ -.-s

ENGINEERING
ADMINISTRATIVE
ANALISTS

TODAY
GAVEL & ROSTRUM, exectutive corn.
1:30 p.m.
Applications are now available mittee, SO115,
BOOK TALK, Cafeteria rooms A and
for Homecoming. Commit tee ap12:30 p.m.
pointments. chairman Rob Wright
SIGMA DELTA CHI, meeting, Adm.
has announced. Students interest- 175, 4:45 p.m.
GERMAN CLUB, meeting, Bldg. 0,
ed in assisting in next fall’s Home- 730
p.m.
coming events should file applicaSTUDENT NURSES ASSN., meeting,
tions with Mrs. Betty Heskett in 193. 7 p.m.
ACCOUNTING LABORATORY. THthe Student Union before April 6.
124, 7,30 p.m.
Sub-committee positions of paGAMMA DELT A, Vicar Robert
rade chairman, queen chairman. Schmidt to lead student discussion, First
downtown merchants chairman , Immanuel Lutheran Church. 7 P.m.
EL CIRCULO CASTELLANO, Ricardo
and publicity chairman are open.
Montealegre to talk on Costa Rica, CH.
Wright said. Stuents who apply1 162, 7 p.m.
will be interviewed April 8 at 3:30; NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hall, class
on papal teachings, 3:30 .m.; regular
p.m. in the Student Union .
meeting and "question boa" on Roman
Catholic re(gion. 8:30 p.m.
Convention work took Miss
FRESHMAN CAMP, meeting, TH124,

6 Weeks

tric Corp., San Francisco;
engi.
neering majors.
Tomorrow-D o u g I a 5,
mento; engineering majors.Sacra.
Tomorrow-Aetna
Casualty &
Surety Co., San Francisco;
liberal
arts, business
administration
majors.
Friday -Arthur Young
& Co.
San Francisco: accounting majsrs
Monday-U.S. Naval
Ordnance
Test Station, Pasadena; physics,
math, and engineering maim.
Monday-Thermo Steel
Co,
Mountain View: business, ass
social science majors.

’

BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM
Enjoy the Difference
Ride a RALEIGH

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda
CV 3-9766

LARK’S
Jumbo Hof Dogs
and Special Orders
Stan A
Isabel

101 East
Santa Clara

BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY

THE REAL THING IN MILDNESS...
THE REAL THING IN FINE TOBACCO TASTE!
Ncw Dual Filter Tare tons are last beLoming a big smoke on U.S
campuses! Just take a look. You’ll see. And why arc they so populat:
Just take a puff. You’ll see.

tient and Lunch
SPAPTAN SPECIAL

Steak & Eggs ... .. 95c
, -nn 7
a we,.
6 Y.,
3
Corner of 9TH II WILLIAMS

NEW DUAL FILTER
Jh:idsms n/ o,%

Tareyton

,naaair.nei:4141r0 (4.7 --Li/Witilire Li Mir

r
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